Background: The putative role of personality in cancer risk has been controversial, and the evidence remains inconclusive.
Personality refers to individual differences in cognitive styles, behavioural dispositions, and emotional responsiveness. The role of personality in predisposing to cancer has been a topic of longrunning controversy. Early psychosomatic theories suggested that high extraversion and low neuroticism would increase cancer risk (Kissen and Eysenck, 1962) . Anti-emotional and overly rational thinking (Butow et al, 2000; Lemogne et al, 2013) , and the suppression of negative emotions (White et al, 2007) have also been hypothesised to increase cancer risk. Plausible mechanisms mediating these associations include accumulated stress responses (Eysenck, 1994) disrupting the immune and endocrine systems (Antoni and Lutgendorf, 2007) and increased chronic inflammation (Hänsel et al, 2010) . Personality may also influence cancer risk indirectly via adoption of poor health behaviours, such as smoking and not participating in cancer screenings (Bogg and Roberts, 2004; Arai et al, 2009) .
Recent research has found only limited evidence to support personality as a risk factor for cancer (Schapiro et al, 2001; Lillberg et al, 2002; Nakaya et al, 2003 Nakaya et al, , 2010 Hansen et al, 2005; Bleiker et al, 2008; Ranchor et al, 2010) . However, most of these studies have been severely limited in the assessment of personality, so the lack of associations may reflect incomplete measurement of the relevant psychological traits. The majority of studies have focused only on extraversion and neuroticism (Schapiro et al, 2001; Lillberg et al, 2002; Nakaya et al, 2003 Nakaya et al, , 2010 Hansen et al, 2005) but these two traits cover only part of personality variation. Thus, these earlier personality measures have left potentially important personality differences unmeasured. In modern personality psychology, the Five Factor Model is one of the most widely accepted comprehensive frameworks delineating the main personality dimensions (John et al, 2008) . In addition to extraversion and neuroticism, the model includes personality traits conscientiousness, agreeableness, and openness to experience. Low conscientiousness, that is, lack of persistence, self-discipline, and industriousness, in particular, has been associated with many health outcomes (Martin et al, 2007; Jokela et al, 2013a) . With some notable exceptions (Hansen et al, 2005; Nakaya et al, 2010) , many previous studies of personality and cancer have also been limited with respect to sample size and follow-up time.
The aim of the present study was to assess whether personality traits of the Five Factor Model are associated with cancer risk. To overcome some of the limitations of previous studies, we pooled data from six prospective cohort studies from the United States, United Kingdom, and Australia for an individual-participant metaanalysis. Personality was assessed with the Five Factor Model in all of the six studies. We examined the overall risk of incident cancer, cancer mortality, and six common site-specific cancers separately. On the basis of earlier studies on cancer and other chronic illnesses, we hypothesised that extraversion and neuroticism are not associated with cancer while higher conscientiousness may be related to lower cancer risk. We had no specific hypotheses for agreeableness and openness to experience.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants. We searched the data collections of the InterUniversity Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR; http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/ICPSR/) and the UK Data Service (http://ukdataservice.ac.uk/) to identify eligible large-scale cohort studies for which data were publicly available. We included all available prospective studies that were sufficiently large (n41000) and had data on participant's cancer status and personality assessed at baseline using at least the 15-item questionnaire based on the Five Factor Model. Six cohort studies with individual-level data were identified: Measures. Personality was assessed using standardised questionnaire instruments, described in more detail in the Supplementary Material. Briefly, the Five Factor Model of personality used in the present study is widely recognised as the most comprehensive model of the major dimensions of personality (John et al, 2008) . Extraversion reflects characteristics such as social assertiveness, sociability, and sensitivity to positive emotions; neuroticism is associated with low emotional stability, sensitivity to negative emotions, and anxiety proneness; agreeableness measures cooperativeness, altruism, and trust towards other people; conscientiousness is expressed as self-control, orderliness, and adherence to social norms; and openness to experience correlates with curiosity, broadranging interests, and open-mindedness. Data on diagnosed cancers were based on self-reported data, as described in more detail in Supplementary Material. Cancer mortality was recorded using ICD-9 or ICD-10 codes in the WLSG and WLSS cohorts, and with a group of cancer-related causes of death in HRS. Six sitespecific cancers (lung, breast, colorectal, prostate, skin, and leukaemia/lymphoma) were included in the analysis on the basis of data availability on these cancer types across the different samples. Smoking, obesity (body mass index X30, based on self-reported data on height and weight at baseline), alcohol consumption, physical activity, and education were included as additional covariates in all samples (except for alcohol consumption and physical activity in the BHPS), as these variables have been associated with some specific cancer types. In order not to lose participants due to missing data in the covariates, missing data imputation with regression was applied to all the five covariates with age, sex, and race/ethnicity as predictors. The results of the adjusted models were substantially the same without the data imputation (data not shown).
Statistical analysis. Personality traits were standardised as z-scores within each sample (mean ¼ 0, s.d. ¼ 1). Associations with cancer incidence were tested using logistic regression analysis, adjusted for sex, age, race/ethnicity (0 ¼ white, 1 ¼ non-white), and follow-up time between baseline and follow-up in months. Associations with cancer mortality were examined using Cox's proportional hazards model, adjusted for age, sex, and race/ ethnicity. The five personality traits were entered simultaneously in the model to estimate their independent effects. Meta-analysis was performed using the two-stage approach in which the logistic and proportional hazard models were first fitted separately in each cohort, and the cohort-specific results were then pooled together using random-effect meta-analysis (Stewart et al, 2012) . We used STATA 12.1 statistical software (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA) to analyse the data.
RESULTS
In 42 843 cancer-free participants from the six cohort studies, mean age was 52.2 years (range 16-104) and 55.6% were women. During a mean follow-up of 5.4 years, 2156 incident cancer cases were recorded. Personality traits were not associated with risk of diagnosed cancer (Figure 1 ) or with site-specific cancers (Figure 2 ). There were 421 cancer deaths among 21 835 participants in the three cohorts with available cause-specific mortality data. Again, none of the personality traits were associated with cancer mortality (Figure 1 ). Study-specific results are shown in Supplementary Figures 1-7 .
The results for cancer mortality remained unchanged when excluding cancer deaths occurring within the first 2 years of personality assessment (Supplementary Figure 8) . The null findings were replicated when the associations were adjusted for smoking, obesity, alcohol consumption, physical activity, and education ( Supplementary Figures 9 and 10) , and when only the cohort studies with a follow-up period of longer than 5 years (i.e., MIDUS, WLSG, and WLSS) were included in the analyses (Supplementary Figure 11) . Finally, we examined all the possible two-way interactions between pairs of personality traits with all the six samples included in a single data set, adjusted for sample. Of the 10 possible trait combinations, two interaction effects were statistically significant (Supplementary Table 1) , including an interaction between extraversion and agreeableness (P ¼ 0.04), and between extraversion and openness to experience (P ¼ 0.04). However, these interaction effects were not observed in any of the individual cohort studies (Supplementary Table 2 ) and these study-specific non-significant interaction effects did not demonstrate any consistent patterns across studies, suggesting that the two interaction effects in the pooled data were spurious rather than robust, which is why they are not described in detail here.
DISCUSSION
In an individual-participant meta-analysis of six prospective cohort studies, none of the personality traits of the Five Factor Model were associated with overall risk of cancer incidence or with six sitespecific cancers, including lung, breast, colorectal, prostate and skin cancers, or leukaemia/lymphoma. Analysis of cancer mortality in three cohorts replicated this null finding. These findings indicate that personality is not a risk factor for cancer.
The strengths of the present study include a large sample size pooled from six samples; assessment of personality using the standardised and widely accepted Five Factor Model that captures the most important dimensions of personality differences between individuals; prospective study design of cancer incidence and mortality among individuals with no diagnosed cancer at baseline; and the analysis of site-specific cancers. The main methodological limitation was the reliance on self-reported data in assessing diagnosed cancers. Self-reports are likely to underestimate the true prevalence of cancers, as people are not completely aware of their medical conditions and may not be able to correctly report all their earlier diagnoses (Nord et al, 2003) . Moreover, individuals diagnosed of cancer may be more likely to drop out of longitudinal follow-up studies (Goldberg et al, 2001) . Reporting bias could introduce error in the present results if personality was associated with decreased cancer risk but higher awareness of cancer, or vice versa. For example, individuals with higher conscientiousness might have lower cancer risk because of their healthier lifestyles, but this inverse association could be offset in self-reports by higher adherence to screenings and better knowledge of medical OR/HR (95% Cl) l2 (95% Cl) P(l2) Figure 1 . Pooled estimates for risk of cancer incidence (self-reported data) and cancer mortality associated with 1 s.d. difference in personality trait scores among individuals with no cancer at baseline. Meta-analysis of diagnosed cancer based on 2156 cancer cases in 42 843 participants of all 6 cohorts. Meta-analysis of cancer mortality based on 421 cancer deaths among 21 835 participants of the HRS, WLSG, and WLSS cohorts. I 2 indicates the degree of heterogeneity in effect size across studies, and p(I 2 ) gives the statistical significance for the heterogeneity. See Supplementary Figures 1 and 2 for study-specific results. conditions. Currently, there are no enough data on personality and participation in cancer screenings to estimate the plausibility of this scenario. However, the null findings for all personality traits were very similar for cancer mortality for which data were derived from the US mortality registry. The mortality data were not subjected to the same selection bias (i.e., no selective attrition) and reporting bias (i.e., cause of death determined objectively) as self-reported cancer incidence. Therefore, the overall null findings of the present study were not limited to self-reported cancer incidence but were replicated with objective cancer-mortality data.
Our findings are in agreement with previous studies reporting no associations between personality traits of extraversion and neuroticism with cancer (Nakaya et al, 2010; Ranchor et al, 2010) . Our current study extends these studies by investigating all traits of the more comprehensive Five Factor Model of personality. With respect to the five personality traits, it is particularly notable that there was no association between conscientiousness and cancer risk. Low conscientiousness has been consistently associated with all-cause mortality (Jokela et al, 2013a) and multiple chronic diseases, including obesity (Jokela et al, 2013b) , diabetes (Jokela et al, 2014a) , and coronary heart disease and stroke (Jokela et al, 2014b) , among other health outcomes (Martin et al, 2007) . This difference between cancer and other chronic diseases corresponds to findings on many other psychosocial risk factors, such as socioeconomic status (Liu et al, 2001) , intelligence (Jokela et al, 2011) , depression (Lemogne et al, 2013) , and job-related stress (Heikkilä et al, 2013) that have been robustly associated with various chronic diseases but not with cancer.
In the Miyagi cohort of 30 277 Japanese participants (Nakaya et al, 2003) , higher neuroticism was related to cancers diagnosed within 3 years of personality assessment but not after that, suggesting that reverse causality might confound associations between personality and cancer. In the current analysis of cancer mortality, the results remained unchanged when cancer deaths occurring within 2 years of personality assessment were excluded from the analysis, indicating that reverse causality between early cancer onset and personality change was unlikely to mask any associations. Given the adverse psychological impact of cancer (Reich, 2008) , reverse causality should be considered carefully in studies of psychosocial risk factors and cancer (Lemogne et al, 2013) .
In sum, together with earlier studies of extraversion and neuroticism (Schapiro et 2003, 2010; Hansen et al, 2005) , this individual-participant metaanalysis based on the full Five Factor Model assessment of personality provides strong evidence to suggest that people's personality dispositions do not influence their risk of developing cancer.
